KOCT celebrates more than 32 years of service to our community
During the past 32 years, KOCT has produced over
6,000 programs for, by and about our growing community. And KOCT has stored many of those programs over the years via a cooperative relationship
with the City of Oceanside’s City Clerk Department.
However there is a risk that future viewers and historians will not be able to
watch those programs.

A current collaborative effort with the Oceanside
Library brings home why this archive project is so
important: The Oceanside Library is planning for a
major April 2016 event called “Latino Americans: 500
Years of History.” We recently recorded a studio promo with local resident and well-known author Victor
Villasenor to publicize this event.
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So, it’s important to transfer these many analog programs to a digital medium before they are unrecoverable due to age or due to the lack of equipment to do
so.
And it’s not just KOCT that is grappling with this issue.
The City Clerk’s Department has hundreds of hours of
City Council meetings also on obsolete tape stock that
need to be transferred to DVD’s. Tony Arambarri, the
Records Manager for the City Clerk’s Office, has just
the background needed for this and other preservation tasks. He reports, “I am focusing on increased
and improved access to the city’s 128-year historical
legacy and expanded collaboration with the region’s
associated historical institutions.” Tony previously
managed the largest music-related oral history collection in the world with over 2400 digitized video
interviews emphasizing preservation and access.
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We appreciate the support of the library, our community, the City of Oceanside, and Datron World Communications. No other television station in all of North
County has made as many programs and has exerted
as much effort to preserve this vast amount of history.
Find out about your community by tuning to KOCT.

KOCT has an equipment rack dedicated to this transfer process but it’s time and labor intensive. That’s
why KOCT is thrilled to have received a major grant
from Datron World Communications in Vista to help
us with this daunting task. KOCT thanks them for
their support –it will allow us to transfer this footage
to both DVD’s and the current Digital DV Cam format.
In January 2016 KOCT was acknowledged
as the Member of the Month by the
Oceanside Chamber of Commerce and
the City of Oceanside.
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